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Progress Reports
Environmental Protection
On-Line X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis of
Transition Metals in Waste Water:
Phase I
Introduction. We conducted a study to deter
mine the feasibility of using x-ray fluorescence
analysis (XRFA) in an on-line monitoring system
for detection and analysis of transition metals in
waste water (sanitary sewage). The preliminary
results of this study indicate the XRFA system has
minimum detectable concentrations (3 a above
background) ranging from about 25ppm in 100 s
for chromium through 5ppm for copper and
probably even smaller concentrations for arsenic
and selenium. Figure 1 show? a background or
blank spectrum, and Fig. 2 shows a spectrum from
a 500-ppm copper standard. The energy region of
interest in Fig. I includes K x rays from all elements
from chromium to selenium and L x rays from
neodymium through lead.
Background. We obtained the above results on
aqueous standards in a static configuration using
normal laboratory electronics and manual data
reduction techniques. The XRFA system we em
ployed used a xenon-filled proportional counter and
a 70-mCi 'Cd exciter source held in a closely con
trolled geometry. Static or running samples had to
be presented to the system as thin layers backed by
air and thin plastic foil to reduce scatter intensity to
reasonable levels. Data from the study were ac
cumulated in an ND-4420 iMCA and were reduced
hy software written in NUTRAN language.
1(1
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Scatter from source

Conclusions. These preliminary results are en
couraging enough to make development of a
prototype monitoring system (Phase 11) worthwhile.
As currently envisioned, this system will use the
same detector-exciter combination, but data will be
accumulated, reduced, and analyzed by a dedicated
microprocessor wired into an existing alarm system.
Although the design problems and electronics in the
XRFA system seem well in hand, such problems as
sampling, maintaining accurate flow rates, and
keeping the monitor free of biofouling remain to be
solved.

Enhanced Filtration
Expansion of Enhanced Filtration
Test Facility
Introduction. A major portion of the enhanced
Filtration Program has, for the last six months,
been devoted to improving and expanding existing
capabilities for testing conceptual electric filters.
The addition of a second small-scale test system, a
glove-box test system, and a large-scale test system
have almost tripled our facilities for evaluating
these filters. Now the Enhanced Filtration Program
is capable of carrying a new conceptual filter
through various stages of development, beginning
with a theoretical model, then progressing to a
small-scale development and evaluation, and finally
to a full-scale development and evaluation.
Small-Scale Test System. During the last six
months, the number of small-scale experiments re
quired to answer critical questions has exceeded the
capacity of our small-scale test system. In addition.
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a number of new projects involving the develop
ment of instrumentation have made it necessary for
us to construct a second small-scale lest system.
Figure i shows one of our filter cartridge units held
in place in the filter holder section of the system.
This electric filler cartridge is one of several con
cepts we are exploring to devtiop an inexpensive
uiid practical prototype unit. The pneumatic cylin
ders in this system allow the filter cartridge to be
easily removed and inserted.
One of the major uses of this lest system will be in
the development of an instrument to measure partivie charge distribution. This project is very imporui't to the Enhanced Filtration Program since pariidc charge is one of the main variables to affect
electric filter performance. Although no commerciailv available instruments can peiform this task,
v.'i crfi an be modified to construct an analyzer for
nK.i.virine particle charge distributions.
<.To»e-Bn\ Test System. Application of electric
filter concepts to glove boxes was not an original
objective: however, the advantages from this spin
off contribute significantly to the management of
radioactive waste and improve our ability to control
radioactive particles at their source. Figure 4 shows
:>, detailed photograph of our first prototype electric
''liter installed in a glove box. This prototype unit
consists of a polyethylene main body supported
near the ceiling of the glove box, a high-voltage elec
trode mounted within the main body, a grounded
electrode connected to a lever arm on the main
bod), and a handle that opens and closes the filter
asscn-.blv lor changing filters. Figure 4 also shows
thefiberglassfilter medium in thefilterholder; a tab
allows for easier filter replacement.

-Grounded electrode
Kg. 4. Prototype electric filter bolder insulted in glon box.

The design of the filter unit shown in Fig. 4 gives
it several advantages over a conventional HEPA
(high-efficiency particulate air) filter design. First,
and most important, this prototype unit facilitates
filter change. Figure ^ shows an operator pulling on
the handle to open the filter holder, and Fig. 6
shows him removing the filter medium. Filter
replacement takes about 30 s, can be done with one
hand, and docs not interrupt work inside the glove
box, (We have assumed exhaust from the glove box
is filtered by a HEPA filter at all times before being
discharged into the atmosphere.)
This glove-box unit's other advantages include a
reduction of the contamination hazard normally en
countered with filter changes and the possibility of
recovering material from the filter. Use of this filter
unit should also result in a reduction of nuclear
waste volume since the typical filter medium has
over 99% empty space and can be easily reduced in
volume.
We have also examined the safety features of the
prototype glove-box filter and have incorporated
the following features in it to reduce the possible
high-voltage hazard:
• All high-voltage lines and electrodes have
been well insulated to prevent current leakage.

Fig, i, Second smill-Kilefillertest system witk electric filter
cartridge.
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• An interlock mechanism has been placed on
the filler holder to shut off the high voltage when
the filler holder is opened to replace filters.
• The high-voltage power supply has been set
to automatically shut off when the current exceeds a
preset level.
These prototype filter units will be installed in a
number of glove bows for radioactive material
handling to evaluate their performance under field
conditions,
L«ge-Sc»le Test System. Recently, we com
pleted construction of the large-scale test system
shown in Fig. 7. This system is designed to test
prototype electric filters at flow rates up to
1000 cfm. The airflow system forms a closed loop
with the room since air is both removed from and
discharged into the room, which acts as a large
plenum chamber. We selected this arrangement
because a system into which outside air is drawn is
subject to uncontrolled variations in temperature
and humidity. And, since preconditioning of the
ambient air would require large-scale equipment, it
was not as attractive as recycling.
Air is pulled through ducting by a centrifugal
blower mounted on the roof of the building. This
blower is capable of pulling 0.613 m /s °f ™ at
3.74-kPa (15-in.) pressure. HEPA filters installed at
the entrance and exit of the ducting prevent ambient
dust from entering the ducting and remove test
aerosols before they discharge into the room. A
pneumatic butterfly valve controls the flow rate. We
have installed large silencers at the inlet and dis
charge of the blower to reduce noise levels.
The ducting is in modular segments that are 2 ft
by 2 ft in cross section and 2 or A ft in length. All
segments are mounted on rollers to allow for max
imum flexibility in the test configuration. We plan
to install a pneumatic cylinder that will allow the
filter holder shown in Fig. 7 to be easily inserted
into and removed from the filter test section. This
filter holder is designed to test flat sheets of filter
media sandwiched between two electrode screens.
We also plan to evaluate a number of conceptual
filter holders such as pleated or rolling fillers that
provide an extended area. In all cases, we will apply
an electric field across the filter medium to improve
its performance.
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Opi-.y.ut ciillins on handle to upen (fit filler unit.

t'if. 6. Operator rcmoiing lititr iridium from the filn?r unit.
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Fig. 7. Urge-sciJe lest system.

Cost/Benefit Analysis of Plicing
Prefillers Before HEPA Filters
Introduction. One of our objectives in the
Enhanced Filtration Program is to extend the useful
life of the high-efficiency paniculate aii (HEPA)
filters used almost universally in nuclear aircleaning systems, An often used extension method
consists of adding a prefilter to the system.
Although this addition usually extends the useful
life of the HEPA filter, it may not always result in
an overall cost saving to the air-cleaning system.
Thus, we made a comparative cost/benefit analysis
of two air-cleaning systems—with a HEPA filter
and with a HEPA filter preceded by a prefilter—in
an effort to improve prefilter characteristics. As the
prefilter may be replaced several times before the
HEPA filter is replaced, we chose the cost/benefit
model so only the filter characteristics were varied.
We assumed other air-cleaning system components
such as blowers, ducting, controls, and space were
constant.
Effort. Our effort to improve prefilter charac
teristics can be summarized as follows: We used
White and Smith's' simple mass-balance model to
study the relationships between several prefilter
characteristics and expanded on their approach to
comparing the costs of systems using HEPA filters
plus prefilters to systems using HEPA fillers alone.
This approach considered the filter properties of
dust-loading capacity and penetrability as well as

cost. Basically, we had a mass-balance model that
assumed all dust entering the filtration system v.as
entrapped on the prefilter or, if it passed through
the prefilter, on the HEPA filter. We then placed
w o additional restrictions on the model, which
allowed us to determine limits for loading capacity
and penetrability. One conclusion of this effort was
that prefilters, to be cost-effective, do not have to
have very high efficiency but must have a loading
capacity like the HEPA filter.
White and Smith's Approach. Using White and
Smith's symbols, we have:
L = total dust load in air (g/year)
L - prefilter dust loading capacity (g)
L = HEPA dust loading capacity (g)
C = all costs (S) associated with using a
prefilter
C = all costs (S) associated with using a HEPA
p

(

p

f

filter

x = fraction of dust penetrating prefilter
HEPA/year = Lx/L .
(1)
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Prefiltefs/year=L(t-ji)/L.
Total cost/year with HEPA and preiilters
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Expanded Approich. A prefilter must meet cer
tain requirements to have an economic advantage

over a HEPA-filtered system alone. First, the com
bined cost of the prefilter plus HEPA filter system
must be less than the cost of using HEPA-filtered
systems alone. Stated mathematically,

!±!^p !fu£
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f

(4)

f

This equation reduces to
L

yc, « y f •

(5)

The second requirement is that the number of
HEPA fillers used not exceed the number of
prefilters used during the year. This can be ex
pressed as
Lx^Ul-x)

prefilters an economic advantage over HEPAfiltered systems.
Figures 9-11 are similar to Fig. S except that the
on-surface relative costs of using premiers to not us
ing prefilters are 0.75, 0.50. and 0.25, respectively.
Thus, it is readily apparent from these plots that
greater savings are made when the use cost of
prefilters is low, loading is high, and penetrability is
low.
Figures 12-15 show the same relationship. This
time, however, the maximum loading ratio plotted
is 1:1 so the relationship can be seen in more detail.
The equations used to determine the plots for
Figs. 9-15 are the same as for Fig. 8. except we have
added a constant parameter, N, so the equation
L(l - x)C

LxC.

NIX.
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must now be satisfied. This equation simplifies to

(6)
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This reduces to
L /L < {1 -x)/x.
p

Combining the two requirements, we have:
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= - £ - ! ( l - x ) + x.

(12)

Prefilter Use at ORNL. An example from
ORNL helps illustrate the value of using a proper
prefilter. A commercial prefilter, having the charac
teristics of Case 1 in Tahle 1, had been in common
use at ORNL. Its use resulted in a calculated reduc
tion in filter cost (i.e., it reduced the relative cost
ratio to 0.76 of the cost that would have been in
curred had no prcfillcr been used). The complete
results of this comparison arc given in Table 2.
Although the dollar costs listed include only the ap
proximate cosb of the filter, neglecting manpower
and disposal costs, they will suffice for this example.
ORNL then changed to a prefiiter having the
characteristics of Case 2 in Table 1. Even though
this prefilter cost almost five times as much as the
Case-1 prefilter, its use resulted in a calculated cost
reduction to 0.37 of the cost of using no prefilter.
ORNL's experience shows that HEPA filters last
three times longer with Cdse-2 prefilters than with
Case-1 prefilters. This is in good agreement with the
calculations that indicate 0.15/0.65 = 1/4 as many
HEPA filters for Case 2.

or
C /C, < (1 - x)/x .

OD

Equation (11) can be rearranged to determine the
relative cost ratio, N, that would be obtrined from a
given set of values for use cost, loading capacity,
and penetrability. Thus,

(7)

f

f

(9)

The interrelationship of the use-cost ratio
(Cp/C ), the loading-capacity ratio (Lp/Lf), and the
prefilter penetrability (x) can be shown in a threedimensional plot. We used the relationships
developed above to make the plot of Fig, 8,
Although ratios higher than the maximum loadingcapacity ratio of 10:1 could have been plotted, they
arc probably not of practical value,
The sets of values shown on the surface of Fig. 8
assume the cost of using prefilters before HEPA
filters is equal to the cost of using HEPA filters
alone. For this assumption, the relative system cost
ratio (N) is equal to 1. The interior volume of the
figure contains sets of values that would give
f
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Table 1. Comparison of prerilter characteristics
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Table 2, Reduced cost of filtration by using prefiltcrs.
Rdntire system
cost ratio, N

a

Nnmterc-f
11

Nomberof

prenHers

HEPA

C

Total niter
cost. S

Case)

0.76

2,8

0,65

98

Case 2

0.37

U

0.15

•18

d

"From Efl. (I2L
b

c

From Eq. (2) with L = 1360 g/y«i.

Fr»m Eq. (1) with L = 1360 g/year.
Compaief to the 5130 cost of using one HEPA/year.

We have plotted the characteristics of Case-1 and
-2 prefilters in Fig, 14, The surface shown in Fig. 14
is for a cost reduction of 50%. The Case-1 prefilter
data point is outside the volume enclosed by the
plotted surface and the coordinate planes to show
its cost reduction is poorer than 50%. The Case-2
data point is inside this volume, indicating better
than a 50% cost reduction. To get sufficient loading
capacity, the filter media of both prefilters were ex
tended by accordion-like pleating. However, (he
cost of a filter is proportional to the amount of

pleating because of the increased material and labor
involved.
Conclusions. From our cost/benefit analysis of
HEPA and prefilter/HEPA systems, we concluded
that greater costs can be tolerated if loading
capacity is increased or penetrability is decreased,
Filter media are available over tht complete range
of penetrability, but sufficiently great loading
capacities are not available without pleating; in fact,
media with low penetrability seem to have a low
loading capacity. In the Enhanced Filtration
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The problem with using Lamb's theory to
describe filter pressure drop is its failure to account
for the influence of neighboring fibers on the flow
pattern. Several newly developed flow models ac
count for this interaction; the most popular of these
are called "cell models" because streamlines form
closed cells around each fiber within thefiltermat.

Program, we are looking for an inexpensive method
of decreasing penetrability and increasing loading
capacity with less pleating. We have obtained
promising results by applying an electric potential
across the filter media.
Effect of Fiber-Size Distribution
on Filter Pressure Drop
Introduction. The two most important measure
ments of filter performance are efficiency and
pressure drop; both are determined from the fund
amental flow pattern within the filter mat. An ideal
filter should have a high efficiency and a low
pressure drop during its useful life. Since filters
must be replaced whenever the pressure drop
reaches a certain value, a filter's useful life may be
defined in terms of pressure drops. One aspect of
our pressure-drop studies—the effect of fiber-size
distribution on filler pressure drop—is summarized
her^n.
Flow Models. The filters used in the Enhanced
Filtration Program consist of fibers; thus, the
pressure drop at a given flow rate across afiltermat
could be determined by first calculating the pressure
drop across a single isolated fiber using the equation
derived by Lamb. The streamlines of flow around
an isolated fiber shown in Fig. 16were deiived from
Lamb's theory. By adding together the pressure
drops from all fibers in the mat, we should be able
to obtain the observable filter pressure drop. Unfor
tunately, the results of this approach incorrectly
predict the pressure drop per unit flow velocity for
filler mats will increase with increasing flow
velocity. Although experiments with isolated
fibers' have verified the accuracy oi Lamb's theory,
numerous experiments on filter mats have shown
the pressure drop per unit flow velocity is constant
at any velocity. This experimental observation is
known as Darcy's Law.

Fig. 17. Airflow pattern for a fiber matrix.
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4

Flf. 16.

0

Airflow pattern Tor an isolated fiber.

Figure 17 shows streamlines from the Kuwabara
model around each fiber within a matrix that
represents a cross section of the filter mat. A com
parison of Figs, lfj and 17 shows the streamlines in
the isolated fiber model (Fig. 16) continue in
definitely after passing around the fiber while the
streamlines in the cell mode! (Fig. 17) form closed
loops within each cell. The size ofeach cell in these
models depends only on the number of fibers (n) per
unit area and not on the diameter of the fibers. If
the cells showi: in Fig. !7 are approximated by cir
cles having radius b, then the size ofeach cell can be
determined from
5

6

Spielman and Goren have developed a flow
model wherein neighboring fibers create a dampen
ing force on the fluid passing around each fiber.
This model is less popular than the cell models
presumably because Spielman and Goren's com
plicated equations involve Bessel functions.
We compared the flow models discussed above
wilh typical experimental data obtained in our
laboratory. The pressure drop for all the models can
be described by Eq. {2):

v-wp-m,
R
8

2

(2)

where
A? = pressure drop (Fa)
a = vol fraction of fibers
/i = viscosity (Pa's) of gas
V = velocity (cm/s) of gas
X = filter thickness (cm)
R = fiber radius (cm)
tya) = function of a (varies with model)

_—
x
a.
a

Transverse

Random -

Davies

Parallel

_

OAF-4(Runl66)

0.6 'QAF-18 (Run 1621

N

cc
The function $ represents a dimensionless
pressure drop that has been normalized for all the
variables except a, Graphs of $ for four flow
theories are shown in Fig. 18 as a function of a, The
Kuwabara and Happel theories are very similar cell
models while the Spietman and Goren theory is a
fluid-dampening model. Curves for these models
show fibers orientcc transverse and parallel to the
airflow. The Spielman and Goren model also shows
a curve for a three-dimensional random orientation
of fibers with respect to the airflow. As one would
expect, the parallel orientation gives the lowest
values for normalized pressure drop while the
transverse orientation gives the highest values: the
curve for the random orientation has an inter
mediate value. Figure 18 also shows a curve
representing an empirical equation Davies derived
from experimental data. Note the curve
representing a three-dimensional orientation almost
matches Davies' empirical curve.
Pressure-Drop Measurements. The circles and
squares in Fig. 18 represent experimental measure
ments at flow rates from 12.3 to 65.4 cm/s for filters
AF-4 and -18* respectively. Each set of these data
points shows that a increases with increased flow
velocity. This occurs because the filters compress to
smaller thicknesses at higher flow rates, thus in
creasing the volume fraction of the fibers. If filter
thickness remained constant at different flow rates,
all points would fall on the same a value.
The most disturbing aspect of the experimental
data points is the low values of the normalized
pressure drop compared to Davies' empirical equa
tion. The * values obtained from Davies' equation
for A F 4 and -18 filters are approximately 40% and
28% higher than those obtained in our experiments.
Although several possibilities for this discrepancy
exist, we believe the piimary :ause is due to the non
uniform distribution of fibers in the filter mat. We
will discuss this problem in more detail at the end of
this report,
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Fig. 18, Comparison of 1) Kuivabara, 2) Happel, 3) Spielman
and Go«n, and 4) Davie; empirical flow theories Kith experimen
tal data for fillers AM and-18 at (tow ratesof 113-45.4 cm/s. Tb-e
iHirmalind pressure drop • isplotied as a funcliDn of fiber lolume
fracliun a.
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•Fillers designated by AF numbers represent commercially
available filters from Johns Manville. The suffix number is a
relative indication of the liber size, which increases for larger
numbers.

Derivation of Pressure-Drop Equation. Despite
the poor agreement between our experimental data
and Davies' equation, we shall use his equation to
develop a model that describes the pressure drop for
a filter having a distribution of fiber sizes
(heterodisperse), Davies' equation represents ex
perimental data and is in close agreement with the
theoretical model for a random fiber orientation.
Although any of the other theories could also be
used as a starting point for the heierodisperse
model, the resulting equation would be much more
complex.
The fundamental assumption in this derivation is
that the flow pattern around a specific fiber is only
influenced by the number of neighboring fibers and
not by their diameters. This was previously seen in
Eq. (1) for monodisperse fiber sizes. In terms of the
cell models, this assumption implies each cell is in
dependent of the fiber sizes in neighboring cells. For
this assumption to be valid, the number distribution
of fibers must remain constant,
Figure 1? illustrates the formation of a het
erodisperse fiber-size distribution from two
monodisperse distributions using the Kuwabara cell
model, Note the two monodisperso cases have iden
tical cell sizes although the fiber sizes and internal
streamlines differ greatly, Cell size is determined
only from the number density of fibers. If onebegan

0'>

Monotiisperse

Heterodisperse

Monodisperse

Fig. 19. Flow cell model for a hHtiodispencfiber-sizedistrilwlioa generated from litre ctlb with 1 nuiodlsfttu fiber-size distriMiM.

with a monodisperse distribution of large fiber sizes
and randomly replaced half of them with small fiber
sizes, the result would be the heterodisperse dis
tribution seen in Fig. 19. The same result would be
obtained if one started with all small fiber iizes and
randomly replaced half of them with large sizes. A
rigorous analysis would show the cell sizes of larger
diameter fibers increase at the expense of smaller
diameter fibers when the heterodisperse mixture is
for.ned. However, in the first approximation, we
can assume the size of each cell remains constant
during formation of the heterodisperse distribution.
This approximation is especially good for the open
filters used in our program. The radius of a flow cell
in one of our typical filters is 12 to 18 times larger
than the radius of the fiber.
The pressure drop associated with each cell would
also remain constant in this formation. The total
pressure drop for both monodisperse and
heterodisperse fiber-size distributions is the sum of
individual cell pressure drops. For the het
erodisperse case, the total pressure drop will be a
number-weighted average of cells having different
fiber sizes.
The derivation of the heterodisperst case begins
with Davies' equation for a monodisperse fiber-size
distribution:

For a distribution of fiber sizes- we can show that

°N(R)RdR
1 6

3

2

^r * ' II

1

, W
2

N(R)R dRj

where N(R) represents the number of fibers having
a radius R. This equation is useful for calculating
pressure drops when the distribution of fiber sizes is
obtained from electron microscopy.
Equation (4) was used to determine the ex
perimental data for the AF-4 and -18 filters shown
in Fig. 18. By combining Eqs. (3) and (4), wc can
calculate the effective fiber radius ( R ) if the
number-size distribution is known:
EF

ir
f

2

(S)

n

EF

16 2 - •
juVX

N(R)RdR

(3)

10

\

N(R)R dR]

However, if the mass distribution of the different
size fibers is known, Eq. (6) is more useful:

JL=!6

2^

I 2SL.

diameter D
and the effective diameter D
[calculated from Eq. {71] are shown on the
histograph. When distributions do not obey a
standard equation, fiber-size statistics can only be
determined from histographs (as shown in Fig. 22)
or corresponding tabulated data,
A summary of fiber-size statistics for fikers AF-4,
-II, and -18 is given in Table 3. Using Eq. (7), we
calculated the effective fiber diameter for each filter
with the D
and <r„ obtained from Fig. 21. The
D diameters should, in principle, have agreed
with the diameters obtained from Davies' empirical
equation [Eq. (3)] that relates filter pressure drop
measurements to fiber radius. However, a com
parison of the two diameters in Table 3 indicates the
diameters obtained from Davies' equation were
always higher than the corresponding diameters
calculated from fiber-size distributions. This dis
crepancy was seen earlier in Fig. 18, where the ex
perimental $ values for AF-4 and -II were con
siderably lower than the values predicted from
Davies' equation. We have used the D values
shown in Table 3 to calculate the experimental "I>
values shown in Fig. 18. Since the diameter D
values in Table 3 were derived from Davies' equa
tion, using these same diameters to calculate *
would by definition agree perfectly with Davies'
equation.
N M r j

«)

t F

N M D

Equations (4) and (6) are different forms of the
same equation.
If the number (or mass) distribution of fibers is
known to obey the lognormal distribution, we can
integrate Eq. (5) analytically, yielding

E F

t n e

where R^MR i s number median radius and n is
the geometric standard deviation of (the distribu
tion.
\
g

E F

Determining Filer Size from Pressure-Drop
Equation. We took a series of electron mi
crographs of three filter media to determine fibersize distributions. Figure 20 shows typical electron
micrographs of fitters AF-4, -11, and -18 at the same
magnification. Note the AF-4 filter resembles
tangled string while the AF-11 and -18 filters look
like log jams. Using a Zeiss counter, we did a
detailed size analysis of a large number of fibers and
plotted the results on a log-probability graph.
Figure 21 shows the percentage of fibers having
diameters less than the stated diameter plotted
against that diameter for filters AF-4, -11, and -18.
Since the data for AF-4 fell on a straight line, they
can be represented by a lognormal distribution. The
data for AF-11 and -18 did not fall on a straight
line; however, a reasonably good straight line fit can
be made for the central portion of the distribution.
We obtained the number median diameters (MM D)
and geometric standard deviations (<r ) from the
three lines.
I

Conclusions. As we pointed out earlier, the most
likely source of discrepancy between the effective
fiber diameters calculated from those fiber-size dis
tributions obtained from electron microscopy and
the diameters obtained from Davies' equation is the
nonuniform density of fibers within the filter mat.
Figure 23 provides a qualitative picture of the ex
tent of this nonuniformity for the ihree filters used
in our study. The light and dark portions of the electrr/h micrographs indicate regions of higher and
lower fiber concentrations.
/ We plan to develop both a quantitative assess
ment of the nonuniform distribution of fibers and
an experimental technique to measure the variation
in fiber density across a filter, We will then use these
measurements to calculate localized fluctuations in
the airflow pattern, and we will use the results to ob
tain an integrated pressure drop.

g

An alternate method of displaying the fiber-size
distribution is seen in Fig, 22, where the relative
number of fibers per unit-size interval is plotted as a
function of fiber diameter. The number median
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Experimental and Theoretical
Studies on Filter Loiding

where
N = cone (cm ~ ) of particles penetrating filter
NQ = cone (cm ~ ) of particles entering filter
« = vol fraction of fibers
X = filter thickness (cm)
i)p= single-fiber efficiency
R = fiber radius (cm)
V = velocity (cm/s) of air
1 - time (s)
r = particle radius (cm)
t; = collection efficiency for one particle by
previously trapped particles
3

3

Introduction. One of the least understood
aspects of filtration is the increase in efficiency and
pressure drop observed when a filter becomes
loaded with particles. A rigorous theoretical model
that attempted to predict this behavior was
published by Payatakes in 1976. His model is
based on analyzing the capture mechanisms of
suspended particles by fibers and previously
trapped particles lo allow such macroscopic properlies of the filter as efficiency and pressure drop to be
determined from particle deposition,
The only capture mechanism Payatakes has in
vestigated is the interception mechanism. Although
this mechanism is the simplest of the capture
mechanisms, the resulting equations are extremely
complicated.
Currently, Payatakcs is attempting lo include
other capture mechanisms in his model, However,
since the detailed mechanism of particle deposition
in loaded filters has not yet been demonstrated, any
model based on these assumed mechanisms is
speculative. Wc have, therefore, tried lo find some
other rationale to account for the increase in ef
ficiency and pressure drop when a filter becomes
loaded with particles.
Filter-Loading Model. Wc recently published a
filter-loading model that avoids the problem of
determining the detailed capture mechanism of par
ticles in a loaded filter. Our approach is an exten
sion of the theoretical treatment of filler efficiency
and pressure drop for unloaded filters. It treats caplured particles within the filler as new fibers. Filter
efficiency and pressure drop are then derived in the
same manner as for clean filters except thai ad
ditional libers are included 10 represent trapped
particles.
Although the derivation of filter efficiency in our
previous publications '• was essentially correct,
the corresponding equations for pressure drop were
in error. The correct expression for the concentra
tion of policies penetrating a filter is given by
8

p

The incorrect expression for the particle penetration
had the additional term jrVtr N v /2 in the
denominator.
Equation (1) can, without too much error, be ap
proximated by the following equation:
2

0

/2oX7!

p

2

irVtr N n\

F

0

or, in terms of penetration (P),

F.P «xp-(_jji).

(3)

0

9

where P = N/NQat time t and ?Q = N/N at lime 0.
Since experimenlal data that show filter efficiency
as a function of the mass of trapped particles are of
ten available, the appropriate theoretical equation
should relate efficiency or penetration to panicle
mass. This relationship is obtained from a particlemass balance. The rale of particle-mass accumula
tion in the filter equals the rate of particle mass en
tering the filter times the filter efficiency or
0

l0

where
m = mass (g) of particles trapped in filter
A = filter area (cm )
m = mass(g)ofa single particle
/ 2«XT?
irVtrfyi) \
E = filter efficiency ( 1 - p )
N
w
+
The mass of particles trapped after a given time
, can be obtained by integrating Eq, (4) with respect
irVlr N 7,
/ 2n%
v r V t r ! ^ to time and by using Eq, (3) for penetration. The
result is
2
\nR(l - ft)
2
,
2

p

F

p

o p-yw^j —~j
2

2

0

p

C K p

+

m=(^Hn(P/P HP-P ).
0

(1)
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0

(i)

3

where p is particle density (g/cm ). If * represents
the term - f"n(P/P(>) + P - PQ, then experimental
data plotted as * vs m should fall on the same curve
for any filter media and experimental conditions
provided the aerosol properties remain constant.
As we noted earlier, the previous equation for
piessure drop on loaded filters '- was incorrect.
The failure of that derivation was due to the
assumption that the pressure drop caused by the
trapped particles could be added to the pressure
drop of the clean filter to ;ield the total pressure
drop. This assumption was erroneous because it did
not account for the influence of neighboring fibers
on the airflow around the particle or, conversely,
for the influence of the trapped particles on the air
flow around the fibers; however, we have recently
solved this problem.
We show in another report in this issue that the
pressure drop across a filter having a heterodisperse
distribution of fiber sizes is given by

sent model agrees reasonably well with experimen
tal data, as can be demonstrated with the data
shown in Fig. 24, where filter efficiency and
pressure drop are plotted as a function of the parti
cle mass trapped in the filter. We obtained these
data in our small-scale test system, using sodium
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OV = 66cm/s(Run162)D V=12cm/s(Run163)

(6)

where AP is pressure crop (Pa) and n is air viscosity
(I'a-s).
If we consider a filter loaded with particles as a
mixture of w o types of fibers, one representing the
original clean fibers and the other representing the
trapped particles, we can use Eq. (6) to describe the
pressure drop across loaded filters. The effect of
neighboring fibers or particles is already included in
Eq. (6). ]f we further assume all the original filter
fibers are the same si/e and that trapped particles
(now treated as fibers) also have a constant size, we
can reduce Eq. (6) to

/iVX
where
dp = vol fraction of original fibers
«p = vol fraction of trapped particles
R = radius (cm) of original fibers
r = radius (cm) of particle fiber
Note the radius (r) of the particle fiber is not
necessarily the same as the single-particle radius.
Equation (7) can be directly compared with ex
perimental data.
Experimental Evaluation of Model. Although
much additional work is still needed to develop ac
curate theoretical models of filter loading, our pre
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fig. 24. Efficiency u d prawn drop «s l fmction or ptrtidtnuss Iwdmg for flittHoidnig tats it different (low velocities.

chloride aerosols (0.54-^m mass median diameter
and 1.9 geometric standard deviation). The filler
media for both data sets in Fig. 24 are the same, The
primary difference between the two is the airflow
velocity used to load up the filter.
To test the accuracy of our theoretical equations,
we plotted the experimental data as a dependent
function of particle-mass loading. We obtained the
particular dependent function used from Eq. (5) for
comparisons of filter efficiencies and from Eq, (7)
for comparisons of filter-pressure drops. A perfect
agreement between theory and experiment was
reached whenever curves of the particular depend- •
ent function vs particle-mass loading coincided for "
widely different experimental conditions.
The efficiency data for the two experiments
shown in Fig. 24 are shown replotted in Fig. 25 with
the dependent variable * as a function of the parti
cle mass. Ideally, we should use the entire expres
sion on the right side of Eq. (5) to compare different
experimental test results, as this would allow the
results from a wide range of experimental condi
tions to be compared on the same graph. However,

(5) for predicting filter-efficiency values at different
particle-mass loadings.
A similar analysis oftht pressure drop for the two
experiments shown in Fig. 24 could be , irformed
with Eq. (7). Since airflow velocity was the only
variable changed in the two experiments, it would
be sufficient to use AP/V as the dependent variable
to test the validity of Eq. (7). However, we plotted
the data as (JP - AP )/V, where AP is the pressure
drop across the filter with zero mass loading so the
resulting curve would pass through zero at zero par
ticle-mass loading. No fundamental advantage is
gained by subtracting the initial pressure drop.
The resulting data in Fig. 26 show good agree
ment between the two experiments. An even better
(it could be obtained by normalizing both sets of
data to the same value of filter thickness (X) and
fiber-volume fraction (a ); however, the normaliza
tion is complicated by the compression of the filter
at higher flow rates. This compression increases the
value of AP/V by decreasing the filter thickness and
increasing the fiber-volume fraction.
Another illustration of the accuracy of Eq. (7) to
predict the pressure drop for loaded filters a n be
made with experimental data obtained by Adley
and Wisehari " They measured the pressure drop
across a HEPA filter as a function of particle
loading for jthree panicle sizes. Their results are
shown in Fife. 27(a). The equations developed to
describe the very loose filters used in the Enhanced
Filtration Program should be equally applicable for
characterizing HEPA filters. The primary difference

since airflow velocity was the only variable changed
in the particle-loading test shown in Fig. 24, the
only velocity dependent variables in Eq. (5) are *
and ?ip. Unfortunately, we were not able to calculate
absolute values of i?„ for these experiments.
We were able to normalize the * values of the
two experiments with a factor N to account for
changes in the partiele/particle-collection efficiency
i/p. This normalization factor was defined by

N-SS-.

0

(8)

"P,66
where ij is the particle/particle collection ef
ficiency at velocity V and i j is the particle/parti
cle-collection efficiency at 66 cm/s. Thus, the nor
malization factor was equal to I for the test con
ducted at 66 cm/s. The normalization factor for the
test conducted at 12 cm/s was obtained from ex
perimental measurements of P and P at both 12
and 66cm/s. Using Eq, (3), we found N = 1.44.
The excellent agreement between the normalized +
values seen in Fig. 25 indicates the accuracy of Eq.
pv
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between HEPA filters and loosely packed filters it
the higher fiber-volume fraction (ftp) and the smaller
fiber size (R) of the HEPA filters. This difference
allows us to simplify Eq. (7) by making a Taylor
series expansion of the term
a

experiments to study the effect of filter, aerosol, and
flow-system variables, including the electric field.
The objective of these experiments is to obtain
enough information to perform optimization
studies for our prototype filter designs. Although
our filter loading program is still in its early stages,
the results from our experiments to date indicate we
will be successful in achieving our objective.
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By retaining terms in the series up to the first order,
the resulting equation becomes
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Particle radius (r)
a =0.25
Since the first-order term is still small (although not
negligible), we can further simplify the equation by
dropping the second term to yield
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Then, we can subtract the initial pressure drop to
yield
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Equation (11) predicts the increased pressure
drop due to particle loading will be inversely
proportional to the particle size (r). A plot of
(AP-AP )r will, therefore, be independent of the
particle size and will increase in direct proportion to
the particle loading or « . The data from Fig. 27(a)
were rcplotted in this fashion in Fig. 27(b), where
one can see all the data fall on a nearly straight line,
thus confirming the validity of Eq. (II).
PKfwrc-Drop MtiMrtmMti, To understand
and predict the filter efficiency and pressure drop of
load'd filters, we have planned a large number of
0
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One series of experiments in our filter-loading
program is aimed at understanding how airflow
velocity, mass of trapped particles, and filter fiber
size and thickness affect measured pressure drop,
Figure 28 shows experimental pressure-drop
measurements versus particle mass at different air
velocities for an AF-I8 filler. This filter has a num
ber median diameter of 3.5 urn with a geometric
standard deviation of 1.7 (as determined from an
electron microscopy study). Note the data in Fig. 28
were obtained in the same experiment (Run 162)
shown in Fig. 24. However, the pressure drop
measurements in Fig. 24 were taken at only one
flow rate, while Fig. 28 shows a complete map of
the pressure drop resulting from various particle
masses and flow rates,
If the same data are replotted as AP/V in Fig. 29.
the primary influence of airflow velocity is removed.
This agrees with Darcy'3 Law, which predicts that
AP/V is a constant independent of the airflow rate,
However, our detailed analysis of the data indicated
AP/V increased slightly as the velocity increased.
Moreover, this increase became greater for larger
particle loadings. The percentage increase in AP/V
for increasing velocities from 12 to 66cm/s was
9.9% with no mass loading; it gradually increased
with particle loading to 14.3% at 2.11 g. Al) instru-
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ments used to generate the data were carefully
calibrated against primary standards, and the tests
were performed under carefully controlled condi
tions to ensure accurate results. We believe the
reason for the observed increase in AF/V values
with increasing velocity is primarily due to the com
pression of the filter at higher flow rates.
We made a similar set of measurements on an
AF-4 filter, which has a smaller fiber size, to deter
mine the effect of fiber size on pressure drop. The
AF-4 filter has a 0.73-/im number median diameter
and a geometric standard deviation of 2.0, as deter
mined from electron microscopy. Pressure-drop
measurements obtained for this filter covered a
range of airflow velocities and particle mass
loadings (Fig. 30). The pressure drops at com
parable flow rates and mass loadings were higher
for the AF-4 filter than for the AF-18 filter shown in
Fig. 28. Moreover, when the pressure-drop
measurements in Fig. 30 were replotted in Fig. 31 as
AP/V versus V, we were unable to remove the
velocity dependency. As seen in the previous exam
ple, the change in AP/V with increasing flow
velocity became greater at higher flow rates.
Figure 31 shows that AP/V increased by 26% at 0
mass loading and by 35% at a 3.16-g loading wher
the velocity increased from 12 to 66cm/s, The in
crease in AP/V at higher flow velocities was
primarily due to the compression of the filter.
We took a compression measurement whenever
the filter was removed from the filter holder for ;•
particle-mass determination. Figure 32 shows the
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the beginning and end of' ,ie loading tests shown in
Figs. 28-31. In general, the AF-18 filter was only
slightly compressed at higher flow rates and showed
AF-4
*--..
little: variation whether the filter was loaded or un
(Run 166)
loaded. The AF-4 filter, however, showed a signifi
,
i
,
, - • * , 1 , 1
cant compression for both loaded and nonloaded
04
0
20
40
60
80 100
conditions, with the loaded niter having a higher
compression. Since filter compression increased the
Velocity - cm/s
AP/V values, the increasing values of AP/V seen in
Figs. 29 and 31 at higher tlow velocities were
Fig, 32. Filler thickness as • function of now velocity for films
primarily due to filter compression.
AF-4 and -18 before and after particle mass loading
We plan to correct our pressure-drop measure
ments for the filter compression using Eq. (7);
however, correction involves more than just a nor
Figures 33 and 34 show electron micrographs of
malizing constant since the fiber and particle
the particle deposit on the top surfaces of different
volume fractions are inversely proportional to the
AF-lfS filters, corresponding to particle loadings at
filter thickness.
(•6 and 12 cm/s, respectively. The macroscopic
properties offilterefficiency and pressure drop were
Morphology of the Particle Deposits. Another
seen earlier in Fig. 24.
important aspect of our filter-loading study is the
A comparison of Figs. 33 and 34 indicates that
use of electron microscopy to characterize the parti
particles tend to deposit randomly along the fiber,
cle deposit within the filter. We plan to study the
leaving areas of little or no deposit. This tendency is
morphology of the particle deposit under various
more pronounced for the high-flow velocity test in
conditions to discover if there is any relationship
Fig. 33 than for the low-flow velocity test in Fig. 34
between the macroscopic observable properties and
However, the greater and slightly more uniform
microscopic nature of the deposit.

Fig, 33. Electron micrographs of particle deposits on t AF-18

concentration of the deposit shown in Fig. 34 may
be due to the greater amount of mass trapped on
this filter. While the filter shown in Fig. 34 collected
2.83 g of sodium chloride, the filter in Fig. 33 col
lected 2.08 g.
Both figures also show the presence of large
agglomerates consisting of thousands of discrete
particles. As yet, we have no explanation for
agglomerates over 50 pm in diameter, These large
particles cculd have been formed from a surface
deposit on our test apparatus that broke off when
the deposit reached a critical size. We will try to
resolve this point in future experiments.
Another similarity between Figs. 33 and 34 is the
ralher small size of the particle dendrite growth on
the fibers. We would have expected much larger
dendrites for the test in Fig. 34 because there is less
force at the lower flow velocity to break off the
longer branches.
Airflow velocity appears to have no significant ef
fect on particle deposition (at least for the larger
fiber sizes in Figs. 33 and 34); however, changes in

from i hiding (est conducted al a M-cm/.* flow velocity.

fiber size show a pronounced change in the struc
ture of the deposit. Figure 35 and 36 show electron
micrographs taken on the surface of an AF-4 filter
(with a number median fiber diamder of 0,73 um)
loaded with aerosols al a 66-cm/s flow velocity.
Comparison of these figures with Fig. 3J shows the
effect of fiber size on particle deposition.
The AF-4 filter trapped a slightly greater mass of
aerosols (2.45 g) than the AF-18 filter (2,08 g);
however, the difference is insignificant when ex
plaining the greater amount of deposit in Figs. 35
and 36. The smaller fiber sizes shown in Figs. 35
and 36 showed a more uniform deposition of
aerosols and a larger dendrite structure than the
fibei' sizes shown in Fig. 33. Figure 35 shows three
electron micrographs of increasing magnitude cen
tered on a dendrite structure. Note the dendrites can
extend a grea distance from the supporting fiber.
Figure 36 shows a set of micrographs of increasing
magnitude focused on a large agglomerate.
Another aspect of the loading problem strikingly
shown in Figs, 33, 35, and 36 is particle distribution
1

Fig. 34.

Electron micrographs of panicle deposits on a .AF-18

filter from • loading lest conducted at a I2-cm/s flow u-locily.

within the filters. Since we took ail the micrographs
on ihe filter surfaces, we could only detect surface
depositions. A large aerosol deposition is shown on
tilt" surface in Figs. 35 and 36, while Fig. 33 in
dicates a very small deposition. Since nearly the
same mass of sodium chloride particles was trapped
in both fillers, the panicles in the AF-18 filter
shown in Fip. 33 must have been deposited well in
side the filler medium. However, our theory
predicts the concentration of deposited aerosols will
be highest on the front face of the filter and will
decrease exponentially with increasing filter depth.
If the highest concentration of deposited aerosols
occurs at some depth within the filler, we must add
an additional mechanism to our theory. One such
mechanism would be the loss of aerosol kinetic
energy because of repeated collisions with fibers at
increasing filter penetration until the kinetic energy
of the aerosols has reached a critical value. This oc
curs when the adhesion energy of the fibers over
comes the kinetic energy of the aerosols during par
ticle/fiber collisions. The adhesion energy apparen

tly increases with decreasing fiber size as evidenced
by the pronounced surface depositions shown in
Figs. 35 and 36.
The macroscopic properties of the AF-4 filler
that correspond to the micrographs in Figs. 35 and
36 are shown in Fig. 37. Although the initial values
of efficiency and pressure drop are higher than
those for the AF-18 filler tests shown in Fig. 24. the
trend of increasing efficiency and pressure drop
with increasing particle mass are very similar.
Parlicle-Loiriing Experiments Using Electric
Fields. The results on filter loading presented
earlier in this report were obtained from previous
tests, all of which were conducted without an ap
plied electric field. In these tests, we used only one
screen on the rear side of the filter to provide sup
port for the medium and to allow periodic deter
minations of particle mass during testing without
disturbing the mass loading. We did not use a front
screen on our loading tests because a pronounced
masking pattern of particle deposition occurs on the
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front screen. We will be examining several test con
figurations that would allow us to determine parti
cle mass on regular intervals during a loading test
without disturbing particle deposition. One con
figuration would consist of a filter cartridge con
taining both screens and medium. However, for the
electric field tests in this report, the screen con
figuration would only permit particle mass to be
determined at the end of the test.
Test results from two preliminary filter-loading
tests with a 10-lcV/cm applied electric field are
shown in Figs. 38 and 39. Here we used AF-1S
filters sandwiched between a front and rear screen
to generate the electric Held. Each figure shows
three curves, one representing filter efficiency with
an applied electric field of 10kV/cm one
representing filter efficiency with no electric field,
and the third representing pressure drop across the
filter, These three curves were plotted as a function
of time instead of particle mass because we could
not measure the mass until the end of the tests.
The primary difference between the two tests was
the use of insulated (Fig. 38) and noninsulatcd
(Fig. 39) electrodes. A comparison of Figs. 38 and
39 shows slightly greater enhancement was obtained
with noninsulated electrodes. We believe this in
creased enhancement was due to dissipation of the
fiber charge that tends to build up next to the elec
trodes. If insulated electrodes are used, this charge
buildup cannot dissipate; consequently, the strength
of the applied electric field is reduced.
Another difference between the two tests shown
in Figs. 38 and 39 was the greater particle loading
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front filler surface for filter tests using both front
and back screens. We found it nearly impossible to
remove and insert thefilterin the P'ter holder so the
deposition pattern on the filter matt/bed the open
pattern on the screen.
To achieve our goal of improving filler perfor
mance by applying an external electric field (which
requires the use of a front screen), we have had to
accept the complication of particle masking by a

Filter AF-18 Noninsulated
electrodes (Run 139)

-

-i—i—I ;—i—r
Filter AF-18 Insulated
electrodes (Run 138)
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Fig.38, FillerlMli«flMtcHUIAf-l8nil(riuinf(a»liH«'(l(c(rote to generate tlie electric fieH.

Fl{. 3). Filler loafef test 01 •• AF-18filtertsmf Meusuhted
electrodes to ftwnrie u electric field.
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No electric field

Electric field

Airflow

Particle Deposit:

Blocks air

Does NOT block air

Fig,40. Schematic of possible explanation for demised pressure drop observed when demit fields are used to enhance filtration.

marized in Table 4. We are continuing to investigate
particle loading both with and without an applied
electric field.

observed for the test with noninsulated electrodes.
If these preliminary findings on particle loading are
substantiated in future tests, more advantage could
be gained by using noninsulated rather than in
sulated electrodes. However, the use of either would
result in higher filter efficiency and greater particle
mass loading than similar tests with no applied elec
tric field. Alternately, one could say use of an elec
tric field at the same particle mass loading lowers
filter pressure drop. This behavior can be explained
as shown in Fig. 40 by the electric field's tendency
10 cause particle deposition on thefibersrather than
the random formation of dendrites (as seen in
Figs, 35 and 36) that bridge fibers and block air
passages, A comparison of our filter test results with
no electric field and with an applied electricfieldus
ing insulated and noninsulated electrodes is sum

Conclusions. In this report, we have presented a
theoretical model to explain the increase infilteref
ficiency and pressure drop as particles load the
filler. Tests on filters having different fiber sizes,
evaluated at different flow velocities, verify the ac
curacy of the model. However, we have no! yet
developed a theoretical model to explain the applied
electric field's effect on filter loading. Our
preliminary results in Table 4 indicate the electric
field increases filter efficiency and particle loading
capacity. They ako suggest electric filters significan
tly outperform conventional filters.

Table 4, Electricfieldiitd electrode insulation effects on filter efficiency and particle mass loading
for the AF-18 filter.

mmlniht,%

Efficiency Jt
given cuticle
mass load ing, B

41
82
89

84
95
98

EfficieiicjM

zero particle
Test

Noefcclrfc field
IBAV /tj» imitated etatrwle
lO-kV/m imiainUtcd electrode
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Technical Notes
Radiation Protection

• Routinely counted, together with all informa
tion listed above.
• Routinely counted by building number,
togedier with employee number, sex, type of count
required, and date of last count,
t Routinely counted by typeof count required,
together with employee number, sex, frequency of
count, and isotopes to look for.
• Due for a count, together with all informa
tion listed above. This is determined by the date the
program is run, the date of last count, and the
counting frequency.
PDP-11 Subroutines. Current subroutines
available with the PDP-11 program include
capabilities to: add or delete names; to print out by
building, type of count required, all names, and the
names of persons due for a count; to update either
manually or with a data tape the most recent count;
to change phone numbers, counting frequencies,
type of count, isotopes to look for, and building
numbers; and to store backup data. These sub
routines enable the operator to use a terminal and
to make changes to information in the file.
Conclusions. The PDP-11 program has proved
very successful for the Whole Body Counter group's
scheduling needs. It could be easily adapted by
other groups with similar scheduling requirements.

Data Retrieval Program for the
Whole Body Counter
Introduction. Because of LLL's concern that
some employees may be accidentally exposed to
radiation in the course of their work, Hazard Con
trol's Whole Body Counter group is doing routine
whole body counts on about 200 persons. These
radiation counts normally consist of a fixed count
of the lungs (for isotopes deposited in the lungs)or a
whole body scan (for isotopes deposited in the
body) and are usually requested by Health
Physicists (HP) responsible for health and safety in
the buildings where these employees work.
The various methods employed to keep track of
those persons requiring counts and the types of
counts needed entailed the use of cross-index files,
which consume many hours of secretarial support
without effectively accomplishing desired results.
And, because of periodic changes, we have not
always been able to given the HP a complete up-todate list of those persons from a particular building
who were being counted routinely or even to know
how many required a routine count.
A new computer program written for our PDP-11
keeps track of the people being counted, the
buildings where they worked, the type and fre
quency of count required, the isotopes to look for,
and the date of their last count. This PDP-11 is nor
mally used for whole body analysis.
PDP-11 Program. The PDP-11 program is a
collection of subroutines, and the function of the
main program is to identify which subroutine is re
quired. This modular format makes it easy for one
to add subroutines to perform specific tasks.
The PDP-11 program references a data file on a
floppy disc that stores in alphabetical order the
names of all persons requiring counts. It also stores
the.followjng information for each person:
• Employee number
• Sex
• Building number
• Phone number
t Typeofcount(lungorwholebody)
• Number of counts per year
« Date HP requested counting
4 Isotopes to look for
• Dateoflast count
PDP-11 Output. The four types of output
available for use by an operator, HP, or secretary
consist of alphabetical printouts of the names of all
persons

Industrial Hygiene
Hydrogen Cyanide Sorption by Acid-Gas
Respirator Cartridges
Introduction. A hydrogen cyanide (HCN) laser
is used in the experimental design of the 2XIIB in
Bldg. 435. HCN is generated in the laser when a
mixture of nitrogen (6.5%), methane (17%), and
helium (76.5%) flowing at 0.61 /hr reacts in the laser
cavity. Although a maximum concentration of 10%
HCN is stoichiometrically possible, only 20ppm
has been measured during peak laser output. If the
laser loses power, the HCN concentration drops ac
cordingly. It would be desirable to have a suitable
sorbent such as a respirator cartidge to trap the es
caping HCN even though the levels are relatively
low,
Determining Cartridge Service Life. In the in
terest of time, we performed an experiment with
scaled-up flow and concentration to determine the
service life of a typical acid-gas (MSA-QMB)
respirator cartridge. We challenged the cartridge
with several high HCN concentrations at various
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1000

flows. The breakthrough times as a function of con
centration are shown in Figs. 41 and 42.
If the well-known Freundlich equation holds for
concentration, then t = aC", where t is the time
(min), C is the concentration (ppm), and a and n are
constants. Figure 43 shows the 1% breakthrough
times from Fig. 41 plotted as a function of concen
tration. From this plot, we determined the constants
a and n to be 7.3 X 10 and -0.81, respectively,
from regression analysis. We then calculated the 1%
breakthrough time at 48 I/min and 20 ppm to be
l , = (7.3 X 10 )(20)-°- = 640 min. Thus, at a
flow rate of 0.6 1 /hr, the acid-gas respirator should
last 2000 days before breaking through.
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Conclusions. We determined from the above ex
periment that a single acid-gas respirator cartridge
should last almost 6 years even if the HCN laser in
2X11B is operated continuously 7 days a week, If the
cartridge is changed annually, complete protection
against the HCN will be provided at a safety factor
of approximately 10.
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Glove Permeation Study

Time - min

Introduction. Protective gloves are generally
worn to prevent direct skin contact with harmful
chemical solvents. Many gloves, however, offer lit
tle or no protection from many common laboratory
solvents. Therefore, the purpose of our study was to
identify which gloves offer the highest degree of
reliable protection during short-term and extended
laboratory use.
Experimental Equipment. The experimental ap
paratus shown in Fig. 44 consisted of an airflow
controller, a permeation cell, and an analytical
system. We added a 10-ml solvent sample to the per
meation cell (Fig, 45) that held the rubber-glove
specimen. A 10-1/min controlled airflow passed
through the cell and overflow trap to an infrared
analyzer that monitored vapor concentration as a
function of time.

Fi{.4.1. Ctnriltt stmn life it 4$ I/nil to? • single tcid-ps
respirator cirtrMjt ised it urkius conttnlrilicas,

100

150

Time - min
Fi|,4J. CirtrMgeKrikdifcilM?!^ HCNforiiiiflf iddBis rnpintw urtrM{e vxi it urlwit floitnln.
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Testing Methods. We measured glove thickness
by two methods. The first involved using a
micrometer to directly measure thickness. The other
required measuring the difference in thickness be
tween a glove sample in two slide covers minus the
thickness of the slide covers alone. The latter
method reduced any compression effects, and the
results from both methods were essentially the
same.

Strip chart
recorder

Air inlet

Vent to hood
Overflow trap
Fig. 44. E«|*ri!w»UI setup for glim permMliM Mpwiiwnls.

A typical experimental run is shown in Fig. 46.
The glove exhibited complete protection or no per
meation from 0 to 25 min. At 25 min, initial break
through was observed and the permeation kept in
creasing until the maximum permeation rate was
observed at 50 min. All experiments were ter
minated after 60 min.
Results. The results from testing 14 solvents on
16 gloves are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5
lists glove thicknesses and initial breakthrough
times, and Table 6 shows the maximum permeation
rates obtained, as well as those gloves totally
destroyed by solvent. Several solvents such as
methylene chloride, chloroform, methyl iodide,
toluene, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane penetrated all the
gloves tested in less than 60 min. The Pylox White
M.S. Assembly and White Vinyl gloves were not
satisfactory for any solvent.
Conclusions. It is evident from the results that
gloves offer only limited protection from many
laboratory solvents. The penetration times of mix
tures, especially carcinogens and their diluents, ap
pear to be logical targets for future work.

tig, 45. Cms KctiM of ptrmtition cell.
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Fire Safety

standing sample of material.
• Duration and intensity of lire necessary to
cause the epoxy resin binder to fail as a bonded liner
or as a free-standing neutron shield.
• Thermal environments in the containers dur
ing exposures,

Fire Safety Evaluation of
Boron-Loaded Polymer
Introduction. Under Hazards Control direction,
the Plastic Shop developed an epoxy resin binder
that provides a supporting matrix for powdered
borax. This composite material has excellent ther
mal neutron attenuation properties and will be used
to line storage containers for fissile material in the
Bldg.231 vault, Although preliminary tests in
dicated the material will survive any reasonably
possible fire in the vault, we were asked to run
several tests on the material's other fire-exposure
properties. Vve conducted these tests to determine
the
• Material's smoke-evolution properties,
• Mode of failure,
• Fire-propagating properties of a free-

Testing Program
Smoke Evotntio.1. We used the LLL/NBS
smoke chamber with high-flux heater installed to
determine the material's smoke-evolution proper
ties, exposing 7.6-cm (3-in ) samples to 2.5 and
5 W / c m of radiant heat Figure 47 shows the
smoke-density curves for the 2.5- and 5-W/cm ex
posures compared to a Douglas fir standard, As the
figure shows, the material's smoke-evolution rate
was approximately half that of the Douglas fir for
the 2.5-W/cm exposure and approximately eight
times greater for the 5-W/cm exposure, indicating
2

2

2

2

2

2
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to-note any unsupported burning, In all cases, the
flames on the material died as soon as the (lame
source was removed. Some smoking resulted from
the flame exposure, but the density of the smoke
was minimal and at least 10 times less dense that
that evolved during the radiant exposure tests.
The results of a 10-min flame-exposure test
showed the material was charred and brittle on the
outside while the interior remained pliable, as is in
dicated in Fig. 49. The material did not drip nor sag
to any great degree while it was burning. Smoke
evolution was similarto that of the5-min exposure,

Time - mirt
Fig. 47. Smtktfcusityants for stikWini milcriil it2.S ind 5VV/cn txfnm nrf that (or 1 Donjlis lir it 2.5-W/cm cnftwrt.
2

2

the material can be a heavy smoke producer only
during radiant exposure.
Endnrtnce to flimt Exposurt. We conducted
mode-of-failure testing in the Fire Test Cell, placing
slabs of material horizontally or vertically on a wire
frame and exposing them to direct flame from a
natural gas burner.
Figure 48 shows a test in progress. The flame ex
posure lasted 5 min; then we observed the sample

K[, If, SUks of mterUI fro* 10-HM flux exposure (est,
§h<mi»t, chirred and kittle Kteriw u d tJitble interim.

Fire Propagation.
We tested the firepropagating properties of a free-standing sample of
material by clamping it in a vertical position and
bathing the bottom edge in the premixed natural gas
flame from a Meeker burner, Flames would not
propagate on the sample regardless of the duration
or intensity of exposure,
Etiitwce m a Container Liner. We determined
(he duration and intensity of fire needed to cause
the material to fail as a liner or neutron shield by
suspending lined containers over a 930-cm-diam (3ft-diam) pool-fire simulator, using isopropyl al
cohol sprayed at a rate of 6.2 l/min or at an energy
release of 161 000 kJ/min (153 000 btu/min). As an
initial control, we used an unlined container in
strumented with thermocouples to sense the tem
perature rise in the container during various ex
posure modes. We placed thermocouple junctions
under two fire bricks in the control container to
simulate the insulating characteristics of the
shielding material. Figure 50 shows the thermocou
ple locations in both the control and lined con
tainers.

f •(• w» f HMf^lfMWc MHWMft WP W P*HMili
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I Top

2 Midplane
3 Side—-

Position 1

4 Bottom
Control container

Top

Position 2
2 Side—,
3 Half shield
4Fuli shield
5 Bottom
Lined container
Ki(.». TkcmcMirielmliMlwcmlroliirilMcoMilMre,

We selected three exposure positions to span the
intensity spectrum or potential fire exposures (see
Fig. Si). In position I, we placed the container so its
left edge approximated the in' rfaee of the average
position of the midplane edge of the flame envelope.
At position 2, the container was halfway into the
flame envelope; and, in position 3, the container
was totally immersed in the flame. In addition to
measuring the temperature of these containers, we
also recorded their weight change as a result of the
exposure. These data are shown in Table 7.
Figure 52 shows temperature response data for
the control container at position 2. The side and
bottom thermocouples indicate a low temperature
that was probably due to the heat lost to the fire

Position 3
Flj. 51. Tkrct IMUIMS of potnliil fire HSMR,

bricks. The top thermocouple was in direct contact
with the lid, and the middle thermocouple was
measuring air temperature in the center of the con
tainer.
Figure S3 shows the temperature response
curves for the lined container at position 2 (halfflame exposure) and the location of the thermocou
ples.
32

TiWe 7. Weight chanjei in boron-loaded polymer containers following flame exposure.
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The thermocouples at locations 1 and 2 essentially
recorded the temperature rise of the shielding
material, while the temperature at location 3 was
controlled by the thermal impedance of the
shielding. At location 4, the junction sensed both
convective and radiant heat resident in the con
tainer with no contact loss potential and, conse
quently, recorded a significantly higher tem
perature. When the thermocouple at location 5 was
in direction contact with the bottom of the conlamer, it sensed the most intense exposure. The
shielding separated from the bottom because of
thermal expansion and material delamination, and
we think the oscillations in the data were due to
steam gene ation from the shielding ruaterial, Steam
generation 'vas optimized •vherever hclss were
drilled in the shielding, resulting in cracks and
deiaminations.
Curves for a container fully enveloped in flames
are shown in Fig. 54. The data indicate a rapid in
crease in temperature on all thermocouples, the
temperature rise being similar for all thermocou
ples.

Figure 55 shows the temperature response curves
for tests 7 and 8, with the container fully immersed
in the flames, We suspended a single thermocouple
freely in the container to measure internal air tem
perature and, to eliminate possible fracture sites, we
did not drill any holes in the material, In both tests,
the temperature remained fairly low until the bot
tom ruptured and the steam from degradation of
the borax was released into the interior of the con
tainer. This is indicated by sudden rise and leveling
oSf of the temperature data at about I00 C.
8

Conclusions. We used four thermal and flame
exposures on the epoxy binding material. Aside
from producing moderately heavy smoke when ex
posed to radiant heat and an obnoxious odor during
pyrolysis, (he material did not sustain or propagate
flame, nor did it contribute to the heat release of the
exposure flame. The material's endurance as a con
tainer shield appears sufficient to maintain its
geometric integrity to heat loads in a moderate en
closure fire and should be more than adequate for
the minimal loads typical of fissile material vaults.
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Explosive Safety
High-Explosive Shipping
CotMiiner Studies
Introduction. The Explosives Safety Group of
Hazards Control Department, together with the
Organic Chemistry Department, requested that
Special Projects Division adapt existing shipping
containers to contain detonations of 1 and 25 g of
high explosive (HE) during handling and shipping.
They required that the container
• Be portable enough for one person to handle.
• Be able to contain metal shrapnel or flying
debris should the HE detonate.
• Have a safely of 1.5.
A safely factor of 1.5 is so defined that if 1.5 g of
detonated HE can be contained without shrapnel or
flying debris, then I g of HE can be shipped in a like
container with a 1,5 safety factor. Likewise, if 36.5 g
of detonated HE can be contained, then 25 g can be
shipped in a like container with a 1.5 safety factor.
Organic Chemistry determined the 25-g test samples
should be HE 9404. Because of its density. HE 9404
is considered equivalent to a 1.5 safety factor for
other experimental HE destined for shipment.
Test Procedure and Results. The Organic
Chemistry Department supplied all the HE and
detonators for our tests; they also allowed us to use
Lhe high explosives test lank'.nBldg. 225 and one
operator. The 1 -g samples used in the tests were SCI
detonators and enough PETN (penta erythrilol
letra nitrate) to bring the weight up to 1.5 g and to
give us the required safety factor. For the 25-g sam
ples, we pressed HE 9404 into l-in.-diam by 1-in.hieh detonators capped with Lucile detonator
holders (Fig. 56).

We packaged all HE tests samples in wide-mouth
polyethylene bottles (Figs. 57), using laboratory
tissues for packing. And, we used a number of
fabricated plywood ring s-j.v.ers {Fig. 58) in the 1-,
1.5-, and 2-ft -i.d. DOT 15A specification boxes*
constructed by the Carpentry Shop. The variety of
packing material in the boxes included vermiculite,
styrene pellets and foam, and bomb blankets', both
separately and in combination. When packed, lid
ded, and banded, the l-ft -i.d. boxes weighed
aproximately 201b; the l.5-ft -i.d. boxes weighed
approximately 651b; and the 2-ft -i.d. boxes
weighed approximately 105 lb.
We detonated two 1.5-g samples in two l-ft -i.d.
boxes. After centering the samples in the boxes and
filling the boxes with vermiculite, we nailed on the
box lids and banded them in three directions with
I/2-in.-vtde steel banding. When we detonated
each sample, the boxes and banding remained intact
and showed no signs of external damage.
Then we prepared nine 25-g samples and
packaged them in polyethylene bottles. We
5

3

3

3

3

*A DOT 15A specification box is fabricated from l-in.-thick
solid pint: of various widths. The edges of the box are bulled
together and joined with corrugated nails; then the ends of Ihe
bos are eleated, and Ihe bottom and sides are glued and nailed lo
the ends.
tA bomb blanket consists of several layers of fiberglass en
closed in a vinyl wrapper. Bomb blankets come in various sizes
and arc used by bomb squads when they dttl with high-explosive
packages. The bomb blankets used in our tests were purchased
from Cake-Davis Company. 1200 Fifth Street, Berkeley. Califor
nia.
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Wife-mnilb jolyelhyklc bottk nub detoiulor in place.

solid wood, these boxes were fabricated to DOT
specifications. We wrapped the fust sample in a
light-weight bomb blanket (Fig. 60), then centered
it in a box filled with vermicuiite. After nailinc the
ltd on the box and banding it, wc placed the box in
the test tank and detonated the sample, Wc then ex
amined the box and banding, which showed only a
slight separation at two seams. In the second test,
we centered the sample in a box filled with vermiculate, nailed the lid on the box, and banded it.
After the sample had detonated, wc examined the
box and banding. They remained intact, and the
only visible damage was a siight bow in one bottom
edge.

Fig. 58. Plyttoctf ring spacers.

packaged one sample in a l-qi ice cream carton and
placed il inside a plywood ring spacer inserted into
an A.N, can (a scaled-down drum made especially
for the Army and Navy as a shipping container).
Alter installing the lid and clamp ring on the A.N.
can, wc placed the whole assembly in the test tank
and detonated the HE, Shrapnel flew when the A.N.
can and the plywood ring spacer were destroyed
(Fig. 59).
We detonated six of the nine 25-g samples in six
DOT 15A specification boxes, placing three samples
in the l,5-ft -i.d, boxes and three in the 2-ft -i.d.
boxes. After packaging each sample in a different
configuration (Table 8), we na'led the lids on the
boxes and banded each with six I /2-in,-wide steel
bands, two bands in each direction and each ap
proximately 4 in. from the box edges. Then, we
placed the six boxes one at a time into the test tanks
;ind detonated the HE, completely destroyingall the
boxes. Flying debris was present in all six tests.
We dc'onated two additional samples in two 2fi '-i.d. boxes constructed of 3/<J-in.-thick plywood.
Except for the fact plywood was used instead of
3

3
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Table 8, Container configurations used in and results from nine containment tests with 2S-g samples of HE.
Packaging

Test container

Results

1 A.N, can

Simple inside plywood ring assembly

Sample ami assembly destroyed; flying
stinpnd present

2

I.S-ft^-i-d. ISA box

Sample inside plywood ring assembly;
box filled with vermiculitc

Sample, assembly, and box destroyed;
flying debris present

3

l.5-ft -i,d. ISA box

Sample inside 10 in, cardboard box tilled
with vcrmiculitc; cardboard box centered
in wooden box filled with sheet styioloam

Sample and boxes destroyed; flying
debris present

4

I.5-ft -i.d. ISA box

Sample centered in 104n cardboard box
filled with sheet styrofoam; cardboard box
centered in wooden box tilled with
vcrmicnlite

Sample and boxes destroyed; flying
debris present

5

2-fl -i.il. I5A bo*

Sample inside plywood ring assembly: ring
assembly wrapped with bomb suppressant
safety ciiclc; unit centered in box filled
with vcrmiculitc

Samrle, assembly, and boxes destroyed;
flying debris present

6

J-ff'-i.d. 15A box

Same as Test S, except box filled with
styiofoam pellets

Sample, assembly, and boxes destroyed;
flying debris present

7

2-ft -i,d. 15A box

Sample centered in l-ft -i.d. box filled wilh
vcrmiculite; lid attached and banded; box
centered in 2-ft -i.d. box with small pieces
of wood for dead air space between inner
and outer box

Sample and boxes destroyed; flying
debris present

8

2-fr'-Ul. plywood box

Sample wrapped in bomb suppressant
blanket; centered in box tilled with
vwmkxlite

Box survived slight parting of two seams

9

2-ft -i.d. plywood box

Sample centered in box filled with
vcrmiculite

Box survived; one bottom scam bowed

3

J

J

J

Fit. 40, light-Might bomb blanket md simple.

ficult to handle. These data can now be used to
design shipping containers for small quantities of
HE.
Acknowledgments.We wish to thank R. M. Boat,
B. J. Held, and L. L, Oswald for the support they
contributed to this project.

Conclusions. Our tests showed that I g of HE
could be successfully contained with a 1-ft -i.d. box
and suitable packing material. While 2-ft '-i.d.
plywood boxes and commercial bomb blankets
were equally successful at containing detonations of
25 g of HE, their bulk and weight made them-dif
3
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Publications

D. E, Hankies, Neutron Dosimetry Studies at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. Rept. UCRL-79633 (presented at
the 6th Workshop on Personnel Neutron
Dosimetry, ORNL. July 11-12, 1977).

W. Bergman, Determination of Size Distributions
in Heterodisperse Systems of Homogeneous, NonAbsorbing Spheres from Angular light Scattering
Extrema, Ph,D dissertation, University Microfilms,
Ann Arbor, Michigan (1977).

This report summarizes work performed since the
last Workshop meeting. The studies have been
divided into the following sections;
1. Response of albedo neutron dosimeters to
low energy neutrons.

The determination of particle size distributions
by measuring the scattered light from a collection of
particles has not been a widely used technique
because of fundmenta! problems in unfolding the
integrated scattering measurements. Since there
were no satisfactory methods for performing this
unfolding, size distributions were obtained by
fitting experimental data to data banks of
theoretical calculations until the best lit was ob
tained. Several ne# fitting techniques are presented
that involve the angular maximum and minimum of
scattered intensities. These methods are shown to be
more efficient than previous techniques. A general
method is also developed for unfolding the in
tegrated scattering measurements using the angular
derivative of the scattered intensity. This method
overcomes the inherent instabilities of previous
methods. The dissertation also includes a discussion
of various numerical methods used for calculating
the scattering data; the effect of refractive index
polarization of incident light and size distribution
on the scattering pattern; and the application of the
methods to experimental data.

2. Discussion of dose-equivalent conversion
factors.

3. Modification of the A-B reminder.
4. The effect of distance from the body on the
response of albedo neutron dosimeters.
5. Comparison of albedo neutron dos-meter
techniques.
6. Modified NAD badge for additional beta
shielding and albedo neutron dosimetry.
D. H. Denham, Environmental Radiological Sur
veillance in Perspective: The Relative Importance of
Environmental Media as a Function of Effluent
Pathway and Radionuclides. Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory. Repi. UCRL-80279 (1977).
Most published guidelines Tor environmental sur
veillance emphasize the collection and analysis of
specific media (e.g., air. water, milk, direction radia
tion) without total regard for the potential dose im
pact of the radionuclides expected in or actually
present in the effluent streams from nuclear
facilities. To determine the relative importance of
medium/nuclide combinations in environmental
surveillance, the experience at major ERDA siies
and at operating nuclear power plants was
reviewed. Typical release rates for nuclide group
ings (tritium, noble gases, radioiodinc, mixed fission
or activation products, ana transuranics) in those
effluent streams were followed through various en
vironmental pathways. By using this scheme the en
vironmental medium which is most prominent in
the critical dose pathway to man was determined. It
was also possible to determine points of short-orlong-term contaminant accumulation. Following
these calculations, each medium was ranked for a
given nuclide/effluent pathway combination
providing the relative importance of sampling
specific environmental media with emphasis on the
radiation dose to a critical population group,
finally, the results of these environmental pathway

W, Bergman u d W. Heller, Angular Light Scatter
ing Maxima and Minima in Menodisperse and
Heterodisperse Systems af Spheres (Wayne State
University Press, Detroit, Michigan, 1977).
The computer generated tables are intended for
the rapid determination of particle size distribu
tions. Tables of the angular location of light scatter
ing maxima and minima and the associated inten
sities of scattered light are given for both
monodisperse and heterodisperse systems of
spheres. Data are given for unpolarized incident
light, for linearly polarized light with the electric
vector vibrating perpendicular to the plane of obser
vation, and for linearly polarized light with the elec
tric vector vibrating in the plane of observation. An
illustration is given for one of several different
methods of using these tables to determine particle
size distributions. The numerical methods used to

generate the data are also described.
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studies are presented in tabular form to provide
ready reference for environmental surveillance
program design or evaluation.
D. E. Han kins, A Modified A-B Remmeter with Im
proved Directional Dependence and Thermal Neutron
Sensitivity, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Rept.
UCRL-78929 (accepted for publication in Health
Physics).
We have modified the Andersson-Braun remmeter to improve the directional dependence of the
instrument to thermal and fast neutrons and in
crease its sensitivity to thermal neutrons. The
modifications consist of partially rounding the end
of the instrument, moving the BF tube forward by
I /2 in.. increasing the size of the holes in the boronloaded polyethylene sleeve, replacing one of the
boron-loaded end plugs with a polyethylene plug,
changing the location of the other end plug, and
adding a small disk of cadmium over the hole where
the BFj tube enters the moderator.
The cost of making these modifications to the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Andersson-Braun
reminders is S500.00 each.
These modifications to the instrument increase
the thermal neutron sensitivity by a factor of ~3
when exposed at the side and a factor of ~9 at the
end opposite the instrument packet. The higher
thermal sensitivity at the instrument packet end (a
factor of ~17) is eliminated, and the directional
dependence to both thermal and fast neutrons is
reduced to ~ 10% (except at the instrument packet
end). The sensitivity of the instrument to fast
neutrons is increased by ~15%,
The sensitivity of the modified remmeter to
intermediate-neutron energy is increased, and is
similar to that of the 9-in. sphere, We compare the
readings of the modified instrument, the
Andersson- Braun remmeler, and the 9-in. sphere
reminder with numerous spectra encountered in
field application.
3
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20% for ^Co, and 2% for Cs. The overresponse
for CaF TLDs was found to be less than the
overresponse of LiF TLDs. Under-response errors
can occur for TLDs in thin-walled containers
irradiated under narrow-beam geometry conditions
because electron equilibrium is not established, but
this error is well known and is not discussed in this
paper.
The observed overresponse is attributable to elec
trons originating in the radiation source holder and
the surrounding air, which are scattered into the
TLD material. This overiesponsei'less pronounced
for C s gamma rays because few scattered elec
trons have sufficient energy to penetrate the TLD:
however, for higher energy gamma rays, more elec
trons can penetrate the TLD resulting in a greater
dose. This effect will also be observed with any
dosimeter that has a small sensitive volume sur
rounded by a thin wall. The overresponse of a
dosimetry film in its paper wrapping was measured
to be approximately 25% for '"Co gamma rays and
3% for C s gamma rays, although this would
rarely introduce an error since film dosimeters are
usually irradiated in a thick-walled badge.
This paper presents the measured overresponses
of various TLD chips for several exposure condi
tions and experimental results which demonstrate
the cause of the overpressure.
2
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R. V. Griffith, D. R. Slaughter, H. W, Patterson, J.
L. Beach, E, G. Frank, D. W. Rueppel, and J. C.
Fisher, Multitechnique Characterization of Neutron
Fields from Moderated Cfand PuBe Sources.
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Rept. UCRL79483 (presented at the IAEA Symposium on
National and International Standardization of
Radiation Dosimetry, Atlanta, Georgia. December
5-9, 1977).
2i2

m
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At the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, *Cf
and ^'PuBe neutron sources are used for calibra
tion of personnel neutron dosimeters and neutron
monitoring instrumentation. The sources with emis
sion rates of approximately 2 X 10^ and 2 X I 0 n
X sec" respectively, have been calibrated by the
U.S. National of Standards.
The sources are transferred into a 815 m con
crete calibration cell through a remotely operated
pneumatic system. Calibrations can be made
without source moderation, or with spherical
moderators of aluminum, polyethylene, water or
deuterium oxide placed over the end of the
pneumatic irradiation tube. The source is located in
the tube at one meter above a false floor in the cen
ter of the cell. Nine different moderators are
available in sizes up to 56 cm in diameter.
7

1

C, I.. Graham and S. G. Homin, Gamma-Ray
Dosimetry Errors with TLDs, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Rept, UCRL-80183 (1977) (presented
at the International Symposium on National and
International Standardization in Radiation
Dosimetry. Atlanta, Georgia, December 10,1977).

3

Gamma-ray dosimetry errors can occur when
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are
irradiated in thin-walled containers, We have obser
ved an overresponse for LiF TLDs, irradiated by an
isotopic source, of approximately 25% for Na,
24
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Several techniques have been used to characterize
the neutron fields produced by each sourcemoderator configuration to improve the quality of
our calibrations. Measurements and calculations
have been made to determine neutron flux, kerma
rale, neutron spectrum, quality factor, dose
equivalent rate and linear energy transfer (LET)
spectrum. Neutron spectra are determined by: (1)
Calculation using the ANISN discrete ordinates
transport code, (2) Bonner sphere measurements us
ing the LOUH1 unfolding code, and, (3) Measure
ment with proton recoil counters and liquid scin
tillation detectors. The spectra are then folded into
published energy dependent conversion factors to
yield kerma, quality factor and dose equivalent
values. We obtain LET spectra using a tissue
equivalent LET chamber and the GANDALF un
folding code. Chamber data are used to determine
krma, and quality factor. Finally, a 80 c m tissue
equivalent ion chamber and neutron insensitive
geiger counter are used to measure the neutron
kerma.
Results of the various techniques are presented
and compared. In addition, comparisons are made
with results obtained from conventional health
physics instrumentation such as moderated rem
counters.

B, J. Held, History of Respiratory Protective Devices
in the U.S., Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Rept,
UCRL-79973 (1977).
No abstract available.
N. J. Alwes, H. W. Ford, and D. G. Beason,
Measurement of the Combustion Heat Release Rate
of Laboratory Construction Materials with a
Modified Flame Spread Apparatus. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Rept. UCRL-80265 (prepared
for Journal of Fjre and Flammability).
No abstract available.
V. M. Kwok, Modification of Specific-Ion-Electrode
Method for Determination of Cyanide in Sewage
Water, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Rept.
UCRL-77991 Rev. 1 (1977).

3

A specific-ion-electrode method for determining
the total cyanide ion in waste water samples is
presented. The standard procedure in which the
sample is heated with ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) did not give satisfactory results and
was modified. Interference by metal ions normally
found in sewage water, the formation of metal ionEDTA complexes, the effects of heating on the
results, and the stability of free cyanide in untreated
waste water are alse reported.

B. J. Held «nd C P. Richards, "Better Testing, Use
of Safety Pressure SCBA's May Save Lives,"
Occupational Health and Safety 46{S), 32-35 (1977).

M. S. Singh, Solid Stale Laser Fusion: Shielding Re
quirements, Laser Program Annual Report.
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Rept. UCRL50021-76 (1977).

No abstract available.
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